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Summary
(Mystic belies that the heart is the center of divine love, and this is the inspiration of inspired Sufi dancing)
Moulouya art is a dancing rhythmic expression with mystical philosophical ideas, Transcend the spirit above all senses, we also could find a philosophy relationship between Sufi thought and indication light in Moulouya dancing.
The concept of Moulouya comes from the movement in the universe starting point and ending at the same point, it is a circular motion, when "LAFIF" dancer encircle around himself, he will be like the sun, "HANATIA" dancers gathered around him like planets, so the light confirms a symbolic motion in Sufi dance, it is an expression of the emotional state, as the light falling on clothing during dancing ensure the meaning and symbolic.
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The problem of research
In the permanent search for the artist for new sources of inspiration through the realistic vision of the researcher art Mawlweh this art distinctive in its performance, which moved the feelings that lead the artist to search for what is new and exciting to be a starting point and inspiration from new sources suggest the artist with innovative artwork content and message.

Introduction:
(Mystic belies that the heart is the center of divine love, and this is the inspiration of inspired Sufi dancing)
Moulouya art is a dancing rhythmic expression with mystical philosophical ideas, Transcend the spirit above all senses, we also could find a philosophy relationship between Sufi thought and indication light in Moulouya dancing.
The concept of Moulouya comes from the movement in the universe starting point and ending at the same point, it is a circular motion, when "LAFIF" dancer encircle around himself, he will be like the sun, "HANATIA" dancers gathered around him like planets, so the light confirms a symbolic motion in Sufi dance, it is an expression of the emotional state, as the light falling on clothing during dancing ensure the meaning and symbolic.

The importance of research:
The importance of research lies in the following.
• Identify the philosophical content of the Whirling Dance.
• Identify the technical methods of the Whirling Dance
• Identify the relationship of color semantics to the dance of the Twisted.
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• The study deals with the importance of light design relationship and its impact on visual art work.

Research Objectives: The research aims to:
• Utilization of religious content through the philosophical movements of the Moulouya dance.
• Utilizing the design of light on the Mawlawi dance in the production of works of art, whether Painting or photographic works.

Research hypotheses:-
• Research assumes that light in the Mawlawi dance is an inspiration for the artist to produce contemporary works of art, whether painting or photography inspired by the Mawlawi dance.

search limits: -
Spatial Boundaries: The Turkish city of Konya, where it was the city where the Whirling Darvishes dance was established.
Boundary time: It includes the dance Mawlawi old and up to now.

Research Methodology:
The research follows the analytical approach of the sequential steps of the Whirling Movement as well as the experimental approach in producing Painting art works inspired by the Whirling Dance.
Some technical experiments of the researcher by studying the philosophical and plastic aspects of the Whirling Dance.

The first experiment: -
Through painting - acrylic on canvas.

Figure (8) one of the applications of the researcher - the band of minstrels in the dance of Mevlevi - Acrylic on Canvas 120 * 80 cm - Konya - Turkey
Figure (9) One of the applications of the researcher - an experiment showing the effect of blue and red light - acrylic on canvas; 50 * 70 cm

The second experiment through the photography of the researcher: -
The works are divided into color groups during the Whirling Dance to illustrate the impact of light on the artwork.

First: Display the results of red light and white light.

Figure 10 - One of the work of the researcher - Photography - Konya - Turkey

Second: - Display the results of white and violet light:

Figure (14) one of the experiments of the researcher - photography - Konya - Turkish
Fourth: Display the results of blue and red light:
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Figure 10 - One of the work of the researcher - Photography - Konya - Turkey

**Research results:**

1. The importance of experimentation in the detection of manifestations and qualities have new and unusual connotations.
2. Finding different formulations through the vision of plastic relations of realistic forms.
3. The Mawlawi dance expresses religious content through the movement and is a source of inspiration for artists.
4. The impact of light design on the dance Mawlawi can be used in the production of Painting and photographic works of art.

**Research Recommendations:**

1. The need to guide researchers and artists to link art to modern technology.
2. The artist must link between the fields of art and science in order to enrich the work of art.
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